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The ARC Program
is intended for companies who are committed to and focused on their growth.
This is a partner-funded program providing Productivity improvement consulting
services to businesses like yours! The program runs until September 2019.

ASSESSMENT

ROADMAP

COACHING

The ARC is an assessment and a 2-day workshop that walks companies through an
Assessment, Road-map, and Coaching program that introduces the fundamental
principles of productivity and process improvement. It delivers clear
recommendations and an action plan for growth and continuous improvement.
The ARC+ services include more in-depth analysis and problem solving with
your teams to build real solutions in your processes to save time and money. These
services can include strategic planning, value stream and process mapping,
process flow and process efficiency, workplace design and layout, kaizen events,
visual management, leadership development, HR strategy and more.

Am I eligible?
This program is available for small to medium sized private enterprises in any
industry that has an office in BC, Alberta, and Saskatchewan.

•

Strong expertise, tailored to your business

•

Clearly defined and customized scope of work
and time-frame delivery

•

Your organization builds and owns the plan

•

Up to 80% program support funding

•

NO application - discount directly applied to project costs

•

The program is first come, first served

goproductivity.ca

Why Invest Your Time & Money?

GAP ANALYSIS
Opportunities identified
during the assessment
BASELINE
and workshop
Where are you now?

LINCOLN FABRICS
Saved $150,000
raw material costs

KAYMOR
Reduced inventory
carrying costs

by 6%

ARCTIC SPAS
Increased
daily production
capacity 13%

STOLK
Invoice process
optimization

$75,000

NEW GOAL
10 - 25%
Productivity
Improvement

RESULTS
Increase your
competitiveness
Save Time & Money
Alignment & Focus
New Perspective
Team Building
Engagement

KAYMOR
Reduced
lost time labour

OAKVILLE
STAMPING & BENDING

NIAGARA
PRECISION
Improved
net income by

CALIBRE SALES
increased
available warehouse

by 15%

$100,000

6 New Jobs created

capacity by 25%

goproductivity.ca

Who is GO Productivity?
• We are a Canadian not-for-profit corporation
• We are your local productivity experts
• We offer high-quality productivity improvement
tools and services
• We have a 96% Client Satisfaction rating

CAITLIN LÓPEZ
National Project Manager,
PAAD

Engineering in 2011.

Caitlin López is a Manufacturing
Engineer who specializes in quality
/ process improvements and project
management. She received her BSc.
from the University of Calgary with a
major in Manufacturing

One of Caitlin’s main roles currently is Project Manager for GO
Productivity’s Project Alignment & Delivery (PAAD) initiative
which leads an Alberta energy industry coalition on improving
project delivery.

SCOTT PENNER
Technical Director, Operational
Excellence, Productivity &
Growth Services
Scott is a Professional Engineer, with a
PhD in Optical Sciences and an MBA in
Management of Technology. He holds his
Six Sigma Green Belt Certification and
Lean Six Sigma Master Black Belt.
Scott’s educational background is complemented by over fifteen
years of industry experience throughout the United States and
Canada. He has a proven track record of success and provides a
unique perspective that bridges the gap between technical and
business perspectives to advance your business’ strategic
objectives.
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DAVID WILCOTT
Executive-in-Residence
David is a Productivity Specialist at
GO Productivity with over 20 years
of operational experience effectively
influencing and working with
executive leadership in developing
vision for large business
transformations and aligning business
strategy with CI program development through to executing
sustained improvements.
He is an improvement specialist with a wealth of experience
in Operational Excellence, Senior Leadership, Supply Chain
Management and Operations Strategy.

PAUL GREGORY WIEST
Senior Productivity Advisor
Paul is the President of The
Cornerstone Group of Management
Consultants Ltd. He has a
Bachelor of Commerce, Finance from
the University of British Columbia and
a Diploma, Urban Land Economics
University of British Columbia.
Paul led the BC Chamber of Commerce’s Competitiveness BC
Initiative which focuses on focused on helping to address the
challenges BC business face in improving their productivity
and competitiveness.

THE ARC
ASSESSMENT | ROADMAP | COACHING

The ARC helps companies at any stage of their productivity
journey to improve their competitiveness and cultural alignment.
It creates the foundation for a company to build productivity
capacity and is executed through three key components:

ASSESSMENT

We use the Productivity Assessment Tool to help your company understand its
gaps and strengths around various productivity pillars including Operations,
Innovation, Strategy, Customer Service, Project Management, and Leadership.

ROADMAP

We work with you to create a focused action plan for improving productivity. The
roadmap also helps to build team alignment and increases innovation capacity
within your organization.

COACHING

We introduce and emphasize key productivity concepts and models for laying
down a foundation of continuous improvement. We utilize specific opportunities
within your organization to highlight key elements of the problem solving
process.
goproductivity.ca | start@goproductivity.ca | 1 844 245 8278 |
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Why your company needs The ARC
ARC

ARC+

•

Productivity Assessment

•

Team Alignment on Key Results
and a GOAL for the team to
accomplish

•

A co-developed roadmap to
achieve that goal

•

Idea Generation

•

Two or more follow-up meetings
with the team to keep
momentum going

Areas of focus can include but not
limited to:
•

Strategic Planning

•

Value Stream and Process
Mapping

•

Process Flow and Process
Efficiency

•

Workspace Design and Layout

•

Kaizen Events

•

Visual Management

•

Technology integration

•

Supply-chain Management

•

Leadership Development and
HR Strategy

Start today
RESERVE MY SPOT
Contact us >
start@goproductivity.ca | 1 (780) 471 7060 | goproductivity.ca
goproductivity.ca

Testimonials

Starting from May 1 s t , 2018

Jordan Iverson – Jandel Homes
“The ARC has helped us develop a formal structure around our innovation process, so we can accelerate
future growth and profitability.”

Lillie and Cohoe
“We found that the GO productivity workshop was very valuable. It included a hands-on tool for all the
team to work with that helped us focus on the key areas that give direction to our business and resulted
in good cooperation and participation.” – Liz Cohoe

Rachel Ross – Mandala Homes
“Our entire company is now focused, on fire, and poised to achieve our goal!”

Morgan Dehnel Ph.D., P.Eng. – D-Pace
“The ARC workshop D-Pace recently undertook with Paul Wiest was invaluable as a method to
significantly increase awareness across all staff regarding what every other person within the company
does. We were pleased to discover through some of the ARC tools a high degree of employee
satisfaction and trust within the company, and a common sense of where we were heading. In addition,
on a collaborative basis with all staff, we were able to more definitively articulate our direction over the
next five years, and we were provided with tools and techniques to: (i) self-assess, (ii) determine areas of
improvement, and (iii) implement positive change. In fact, we left the workshop with two initial action
plans for positive change, one of which we were able to implement the following Monday.” Nov 20th,
2018

Justin Hogeterp - Fluid Media Technologies
“The most valuable thing to come from the Productivity ARC was the identification of firm things to look
at from a strategic standpoint, and what tact6ics we can take to make the improvements happen”

Kevin Ernst, Oakville Stamping & Bending
“The people who went through the ARC were quite positive on the whole experience and were glad they
had the opportunity to participate and provide their input”.

Niagara Precision
“The tools provided by GO Productivity helped us to be honest with ourselves and to become aware of
our existing successes while finding new opportunities for improvement. We had put so many ideas into
place over the past 40 years to over this problem, but nothing previously stuck.
The ARC and subsequent ARC+ gave our management team a new understanding of how to conduct and
implement our continuous improvement program. It has made a big impact on our company over the
past year. All our employees own their part in continuous improvement. They have been a part of the
process and have seen our plan come to fruition.”
goproductivity.ca

Raj Sharma – WG Pro
“We were able to put some of GO Productivity’s suggestions into place right away; such as weekly
communication sessions with our staff. The staff love the new level of interaction with our senior
leaders.” – Raj Sharma

Genaire – Mellissa Warner
“Our ARC with GO Productivity was humbling and eye opening and involving people all levels of our
organization was pivotal in it’s success. The processes we learned in the ARC continue to help us. We
started a new innovation committee and continue to identify lots of small ideas and larger projects that
will provide value for us in the future. “– Mellissa Warner CEO Genaire Ltd
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